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Motivated customer service specialist with over retail experience in a fast-paced, 
team-based environment. Facilitated customer sales while maintaining food 
preparations and supplies used for catering.

NOVEMBER 2004 – 2020
ASSOCIATE CATERING SPECIALIST - FOH

 Provided professional, friendly, and engaging service.
 Displayed enthusiasm and knowledge about the restaurants menu and 

products.
 Demonstrated genuine hospitality while greeting and establishing rapport with 

guests.
 Verified cash drawer against the days receipts.
 Answered telephone calls and responded to inquiries.
 Handled Inventory Counts, safe Counts, Issue receipts, refunds, credits, or 

change due to customers.
 Responsible for any customer complaints while assuring to provide great 

customer service at all times.

2003 – 2004
CATERING SPECIALIST - DELTA CORPORATION

 Organizing orders to ensure timeliness, prepping for next-days orders, reducing 
waste, and improving overall efficiency.

 Job requires flexibility to float throughout restaurant, performing various ad-hoc 
duties; time-management skills as applied to banquet support, and .

 Specialties sandwiches, pastas, fruit bowls, assorted dessert trays, and special 
requests.

 RELATED COURSEWORK Food Manager Certification Sanitation &amp; Safety 
Culinary Arts Nutrition Decorative Work &amp; Showpieces Dining Room Service
Advanced .

 Getaway Enterprises Customer Service Representative &gt; Calling customers 
&gt; Arranging meetings between customers and representatives &gt; 
Notifying .

 Offsight/Onsight Special Event Catering and Hosting.
 Manage all aspects if the catering dept as well as a small group if workers.

EDUCATION

Associate of Arts in Paralegal studies - (Western School of Health and Business)
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SKILLS

Food Preperation, Customer Service, Management.
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